[Neurulational forms of the pathology of human nervous system].
47 human embryos aged from 22 days to 6 weeks with various brain anomalies were studied. Space reconstruction of the brain organization is performed in 6 embryos. Neurulation anomalies analysis allowed to establish that human nervous system development is highly unstable between days 21 and 27 after fecundation when active change of the brain shape takes place and non-specific disturbance or delay of nervous cylinders closing results in the development of the nervous system embryonal pathologies. Various forms of the brain embryonal anomalies result from the three following variants of the neurulation disturbances; neurulation halt in the postneuropore zone leads to anomalies of the intermediate and median brain and occipital region of the head; neurulation disturbance in the caudal area of the nervous tube is the cause of spinal cord anomalies. The above anomalies are formed as a result of local neurulation disturbances which are the primary cause of the morphogenetic pathologies in the nervous system development. Therefore, it is justifiable to classify early embryonal anomalies of the nervous system according to their morphological origin and not by the final state of the fetus.